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Editorial
It gives me immense pleasure and honor to release the official magazine of the NIE IEEE Student
Branch, “JIJNASA” of the academic year 2017-18.
JIJNASA means the desire to know, here at NISB from the IEEE Student Members to the volunteers
and till the core members, everyone explores and learns at every single experience shared.
NISB is a legacy and we see the spirit and quest every person at NISB has towards learning. I thank all
my seniors for giving us an opportunity to be a part of NISB.
Through thick and thin, with all the ups and downs, our team has worked from the heart and soul, with
a lot of dedication to make justice towards NISB. We take immense pride and responsibility to make
NISB reach greater heights. With all the strings attached towards NISB I believe that the coming
batches will also definitely share the same respect and passion for NISB.
I would like to express my gratitude to the branch counsellor of NISB, Dr. Rohini Nagapadma and the
faculty advisor of NISB Mr. M.J. Yogesh for their constant support and guidance. I would like to thank
our chairperson Ms. Limita Shetty for helping us work as a great team together, I also thank the
technology coordinator Mr. Mridul Ganga for his contribution for JIJNASA and last but not the least I
would like to thank the sectional editors Mr. Shiva Shankar Iyer and Ms. Nimisha K for their efforts
towards JIJNASA.
NISB is not just a student branch it’s a feeling that gives you happiness, growth and opportunity to
learn. It brings out the best in you when you give your best.
This magazine has some amazing technical and non technical articles written by the talented authors
and writers which would be a treat to read. I wholeheartedly thank the jury members of “BIBLUS”, the
paper presentation contest of NISB, Mr.S Anjappa, Ms. Sharmila and Mr. Shashank D. This magazine
also has the top three papers of BIBLUS. I would like to thank all the members who contributed for
BIBLUS and to everyone associated with the release of this magazine and the news letter “MANAS” of
both the semesters.

Asfia armaan
Editor in-chief
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Branch Counselor’s message
Dr. Rohini Nagapadma
It is my immense pleasure and pride that NIE IEEE Student Branch is
publishing the annual magazine “JIJNASA”, which is the 4th volume by far.
This is a premium forum for sharing advances on technologies, design and
tools. Free wheeling technical interactions are expected to help students in
objectively understanding and appreciating the advances in technology. I
wish this magazine shall strive to bring forth all the activities of the student branch in this academic year
also.

Faculty Advisor’s message
Mr. M J Yogesh
“New Year, New Beginnings, New Technologies, New Way of Life, New
Learnings I wish the NISB Team to bring out the best of all new technologies
into action and implementation which will be guiding force for engineers of
the future with great insights and learning. Happy 2018!!! Automate the
world for a better future”

Chairperson’s message
Ms. Limita V. Shetty
It is a matter of pride to pen down the message for the annual magazine of
NIE IEEE Student Branch, JIJNASA. It is great pleasure to see the student
branch grow every year. It has been a wonderful journey since the inception
of NISB in 1999. It can proudly be said that what has began as a dream has
successfully made its mark in the college.
Indeed, NISB shines brightly amongst the other student branches of
Karnataka. It is in no small part, a contribution of the team, volunteers,
Branch Counsellor and faculty advisor who work in sync to ensure the very
best learning for the members. It is immense pleasure to see NIE IEEE Student Branch breaking barriers
and moving forward every year with a lot of creativity and plethora of events. It is the endeavour of all
those people who have worked hard in making this journey fruitful and interesting. I take this
opportunity to thank all the volunteers for their dedication, the college administration and the faculties
for their continuous support. I would like to thank Dr. Rohini Nagapadma, Branch Counselor , NIE IEEE
Student Branch and Mr.M J Yogesh, Faculty Advisor , NISB-Computer Society for their continuous support
and guidance in all our activities. They stood behind us in all the tough phases.
This magazine is a platform for the students to express their creativity and technical knowledge. The
magazine is a way to show the imagination of the IEEEians. I congratulate the editorial board members
for their seamless efforts in making this magazine worth reading. I hope JIJNASA to grow and reach
heights in the coming future .
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Technology Coordinator’s Message
NISB has come a long way from when it started. It was my privilege to work for NISB as a technology
coordinator. With NISB I got a strong group of individuals who contributed towards a common goal
setting aside all their differences and working together in the same team.
I joined NISB in my second year mainly because I wanted to work with Namit(Shubham Kr. the then
Technology Coordinator). But before I had even joined, I used to attend most of the events that NISB
had to offer. Thankfully I had friend like Milan Menezes (Computer Society Chair) who participated with
me in the events and helped me have a great time at NISB.
When I joined NISB I felt pride to be the Technology Coordinator of a Technology Organization. I met
many people, made many friends and worked with awesome volunteers like Devang, Vishruth,
Yashwanth, Ramprasad, Aishwarya, Monisha, Shashank and many more. I developed countless
projects, organised many events with them. It was like a family.
I would like to tell about the major developments that happened when I was around. Firstly We made
the NISB App (long awaited)- which lets you see and register to events, browse blogs, see user profile,
get notifications and more. Next we made an event server which generates forms for events on its own
(no google forms anymore) and people can register and pay using the same, moreover it supports
group Registration, had feature to mark attendance and more. We also worked on a member’s server
which can store all Information about the members and will provide an API to be used in other services
- this was not finished but I hope the next core team will take this up and finish it. We worked on many
server based events like 221B, Game of Thrones and more which was always amusing and fun to
work on.
Lastly, a surprise - we have NISB's own social media networking website in the making(95% done). It’s
called NISB Connect. This was developed in CODE JAM event at NISB. The code was contributed by
the attending members. If you wanna check out the source code then goto
github.com/nisbweb/nisbconnect
Au revoir!

Mridul Ganga
Technology Coordinator
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Security in IoT Systems
Zigbee Encryption
Animesh Javali
javalianimesh@gmail.com
Shabarish M
shabarishm28@gmail.com
Electronics and Communication
The National Institute of Engineering
Mysore, India
Abstract — An IoT system requires security for its data on the
internet. All the data that are there on the internet are stolen
and hacked by various means. The novelty of this paper lies
in protecting the data while communicating. This paper is
intended to secure a Zigbee network with a double layer
protection. Data is sent over the network with standard AES
encryption using a Zigbee Transmitter. A Zigbee receiver is
used, on the other end. AES Encryption is achieved using
Python and encrypted data is transmitted to the Zigbee
transmitter via UART (Serial Communication). The Zigbee
transmitter will push the data to Zigbee network. This
encrypted data is decrypted using Python at the receiver end.
The encrypted data from the Zigbee receiver is given to
Python via Serial communication at the destination. To over
knowledge, this is the first paper that provides an effective
solution to address the problem of Data Sniffing in the
Zigbee protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION
An IoT system involves sorting, segregating and uploading the
data to the internet. It integrates various methodologies like
connectivity, computation and storage which involve various
sorts of sensing and actuations. In fact, an IoT system
combines both hardware and software technologies together.
It does not have a particular set of technologies or a specific
group of hardware to be used. In general, an IoT system may
include: 1) Sensors interfaced to an embedded device, 2)
Connectivity technologies, 3) Cloud, and 4) Actuators
connected to embed systems. Today, whenever a system
involves data and networking, especially the internet, security
of the data plays an inevitable role. While transmitting the data
over a network, intruders would hack into the system and
rupture the entire system. Hence, securing our systems is
essential.

Zigbee specifications:
• Range- 10 to 100 metres (line of sight).
• Power consumption- 40 to 50 mA at 3.3 V
• Inbuilt 128bit standard AES encryption.
• Bandwidth- 868 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
• Data rate- 20 Kbit/s to 250 Kbit/s.
Zigbee provides 128 bit symmetric Encryption as one of its
defining features, which is appropriate for applications like
Home Automation, Industrial Automation (IIoT) and Military
applications. In addition to this network configuration of Zigbee
can be implemented under three major categories:
• Star Networks (Point- to- multipoint)
• Tree Networks
• Mesh Network
In this project, point- to-point Zigbee network is employed
using a transmitter and a receiver.
B. XBEE radios
These are the digital radios, developed by Digi International,
that transmit and receive data over Zigbee network. They are
developed to work with wireless networks which have wired
antennas for establishing the network.
XBEE radios can be directly communicated by COM ports of
the PCs. For this, USB break out boards are used. Otherwise,
we can also talk to these modules with the help of a
microcontroller via Serial communication i.e., Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) communication.
Before sending data over the Zigbee network using these XBEE
modules, they must be configured. One of the software to
configure the XBEE modules is XCTU.

II. THE ZIGBEE NETWORK
A. About the network
Zigbee is a low power, low cost connectivity technology that is
built based on IEEE 802.15.4 wireless standard. It has a low
bandwidth support. It is mainly used as a wireless personal area
network (WPAN). This network is setup by means of a
transmitter and a receiver.
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Fig. 1. XBEE radio

Steps to configure XBEE radios using XCTU:

IV. SNIFFING THE ZIGBEE

1) Download and install XCTU software.
2) Connect the XBEE module to one of the COM ports.
3) Fire up the XCTU software and select the appropriate
port to scan.
4) Set the port parameters as follows:
a) Baud rate: 9600 bits/second.
b) Data bits: 8
c) Parity: None
d) Stop bits: 1
e) Flow Control: None
5) Set a unique address to the Transmitter and assign the
same address to receiver as well.

Sniffing is a method to capture the data that is transmitted
over a network. Since Zigbee is a wireless networking standard,
it can be sniffed through various packet sniffers such as
Wireshark, Smart RF Sniffer agent, Killerbee etc. Also, the
USB-KW24D512 board is an IEEE 802.15.4 Packet Sniffer in a
convenient USB Dongle form factor.
Linux based 802.15.4/Zigbee sniffing can also be done without
any firmware using python and can be piped to Wireshark for
parsing and viewing. This is a major security threat for any data
transmission over 802.15.4/Zigbee network for which
additional security features have to be added before sending
the actual data into the network.

Fig. 3.

Sniffing

V. ENCRYPTION USING CRYPTOGRAPHY
Fig. 2.

Configuring the XCTU

From the previous section it is clear that data sent over the
Zigbee network cannot be protected from sniffing and other
malware attacks. Therefore, it is necessary to protect our data
by encrypting the data before sending it to the network.

III. IN-BUILT ENCRYPTION IN ZIGBEE
As we know that Zigbee provides in-built 128bit symmetric
Encryption, first layer of security is already present while using
the Zigbee network. Symmetric key algorithms use the same
key for encryption of original message string as well as
decryption of the encrypted text (also called as cipher text).
Advanced Cryptographic algorithms like AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) and DES (Data Encryption Standard)
allow us to generate random symmetric key. When the data is

The central idea of this paper is to encrypt the plain text even
before transmitting it over the Zigbee network. For this, we use
a popular Cryptographic algorithm which is the “Caesar cipher”
algorithm.
Caesar cipher algorithm is a simple method to encode
messages which uses substitution method where letters in the
message are sifted by some fixed number of spaces to yield an
encoding alphabet.

transmitted through a transmitter over the Zigbee Network, it
would get encrypted using this 128bit key by default. At the
receiver, the encrypted message/data will get decrypted using
the same 128bit key.
However, Security Experts at Black Hat and Def Con warned
about the security flaws in IoT devices using the Zigbee
protocol saying that Smart bulbs, Smart locks and other Smart
home devices could be vulnerable for security compromises.
Because, to decrypt a given encrypted message string, that is
transmitted over the Zigbee network, one would need to know
only the key.
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Fig. 4.

Caesar cipher Algorithm

This algorithm is developed by the following steps:

This gives double protection to the data which will be sent over
the Zigbee network since an intruder can only get the
encrypted message which is the encrypted form of original
data that is encrypted even before the default 128bit
encryption. The 16bit key defined by the user during
encryption should only be used to decrypt the cipher text.

• First choose a value to shift the alphabet by.
• Exchange each letter in the plain text with the equivalent
shifted letter to encrypt the message.
• For decrypting, take the value of 26(number of alphabets)
minus the shifted value and shift the new value by
equivalent number of spaces (same as that of shifted
while encrypting).
VI. PYTHON PROGRAMMING
In this project we implement Caesar cipher algorithm in
Python using a library called pyCrypto. Here, we use a 16bit key
to convert plain test into a cipher text. The message string can
have a size less than or equal to 16 characters. We generate a
cipher object in python using some of the functions of Caesar
cipher library. If the number of characters in the message string
is less than 16, then we pad a character until the total size of
the message string becomes 16 bytes. The standard character
that is used to pad is ‘}’. This message string is encrypted using
a function called encrypt (). The encrypted cipher text is then
sent over to the COM port which is connected to the
transmitter XBEE model.
For establishing Serial communication using Python we use
pySerial library. First open the serial port with a baud rate of
9600 bits per second and send the data.
On the other hand a decryption program should be kept
running while sending the encrypted message. The decryption
program is also written in python using pyCrypto and pySerial
as well. The transmitted cipher text is received by the receiver
XBEE module. The decryption program is made to talk to this
receiver model via serial communication. Thus, the cipher text
is read by this program through the COM port which is
connected to the receiver XBEE radio. The received is stored in
an object and is decrypted using a function called decrypt
present in the pyCrypto library. Hence original message string
is retrieved.
VII. WORKING
This project is worked using two laptops or PCs to which the
XBEE radio modules are connected individually. XBEE modules
are powered up either by making use of USB break out boards
that have inbuilt voltage converter, which converts input
voltage to 3.3 volts and connects 3.3 volts to the xbee module
or we can use a microcontroller like Arduino and connect
3.3volts of Arduino to the XBEE modules.
The advantage of using break out boards is that the entire
system becomes portable and cost effective. Decryption
python program is compiled and run first. Then, the Encryption
python program is executed which will transmit the cipher text
wirelessly from the Zigbee transmitter to the Zigbee receiver.
The transmitter and the receiver are separated by a distance
approximately equal to 10 meters line of sight.
In fact, the encrypted message that we send to the network
sits on the first layer of in-built 128bit encryption. Even if an
intruder attacks the network or hacks into the network using
some ransom wares or malwares, the encrypted message is
given to him so that the original data remains safe. To decode
the sniffed packets, the hacker must know the 16bit key that is
defined by the system designer.
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Fig. 5.

Dataflow

VIII. APPLICATION
• In Home Automation involving Zigbee this project will give
double layer protection and tolerates the chances of theft.
• In defence, to send and receive the encrypted messages
within a short range of distance, this proposed system can be
used.
• In industries, where crucial data, regarding company’s
database, statistics etc., should be uploaded onto the network,
this system gives an extra layer of protection making the
system more secure.

IX. INFERENCE
With this approach of sending an already encrypted data set
over the network, we can achieve a double layer protection
since we are sending cipher text over default encrypted layer.
By sending Encrypted text, the overall security of the system
increases by two fold hence we can send and receive data
which is security critical, with an increased efficiency of
protection. However, next level of security can be established
by the researchers by making use of the same method and
re-encrypting the Cipher text so that the overall security of the
system becomes multi-level. The systems adopting the
approached model can be used in military applications and any
other systems that requires security for its data.
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One Shot Face Detection using VGGFace
Yashwanth R
Student,
Dept. of Electronics & Commuication Engineering,
The National Institute of Engineering,
Mysuru

IEEE No: 93994741
in.chawat @ gmail.com
Abstract
Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) is a neural network architecture used for real time
object detection. SSD used VGGNet as the base network since VGGNet was trained for Image
Classification, it could implicitly extract features in the images that represented objects.
Building on the same, In this work, we propose a few modifications to SSD and build a neural
network for detecting Faces using VGGFace as the base model. VGGFace is a neural
architecture trained for recognising Faces of around 2000 distinct people and thus can
implicitly extract features that represent faces in images.
1. Introduction
Face Detection is an important application in the
field of computer vision which remained as a
difficult problem to be solved untill Viola and
Jones published their face detector in 2001 which
could be used for practical face detection in real
time [1]. After that, there were many attempts to
improve upon the original Viola-Jones detector but
since the detection is based on Haar like features,
the detector would fail when there are tilted faces,
faces of different sizes and different backgrounds
in images. In this paper, we describe yet another
method for detecting faces using a pre trained
neural network known as VGG Face [2].

and thus efforts are needed only for localising
these objects. According to the SSD paper, any
Image Classification neural network could be used
as the Base Network for training SSD as an object
detector.
3. Proposed Method
3.1 Proposed Network Design
The
model
has
been
implemented
using
convolutional neural networks [7] (as shown in fig
3.1a) and trained on the Annotated Facial
Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW) dataset [8]. Initially
the input image is fed to the pre trained VGG Face
(base network) and corresponding output from
Conv 4_3 and Conv 4_1 layers of the base
network is then fed to an external network which
contains a series of downsampling convolutional
layers. At each layer, a prediction is obtained
which contains all the possible face containing
bounding boxes along with a confidence score. The
outputs
of
all
downsampling
layers
are
concatinated, which is then fed through a non max
supression unit to obtain final prediction.

2. Related Works
2.1 VGG Face
The VGGFace is a neural network based on
VGGNet [3] for recognising faces of over 2000
distinct people. This network is trained on Labeled
Faces in the Wild (LFW) [4] and YouTube Faces
[5] Dataset.
2.2 Single Shot MultiBox Detector
Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [6] uses the
VGGNet as the base network which is then
followed by an external network which consists of
a number of convolutional layers [7] At each
layer, a prediction of the object classes and its
corresponding bounding box offset values wrt. a
set of default boxes is computed. The predictions
of all convolutional layers is then fed through a
non max suppression (NMS) unit to get a final
prediction. The VGGNet is a Image Classification
neural network which won the ImageNet
Challenge 2014.
This network can extract the
features of images representing objects implicitly

3.2 Base Network
Conv 4_3 and Conv 4_1
provides us with
intermediately complex and relatively low level
features respectively. Thus we are using a
combination of low and medium level features of
images for detecting faces. The outputs of these
two layers are then fed into downsampling layers.
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4. Training
4.1 Dataset
The AFLW dataset consists of over 21K images
having annotated faces and manually annotated
facial landmarks.
4.2 Procedure
The model is trained over the entire dataset. The
size of images fed to the network is fixed to
125x125 px due to computing hardware and time
constraints. The loss function used is as defined:
n

J =∑ L
i=1

( i)
conf

+α ⋅ L

(i )
bbox

M

+

∑

j =n+1

j)
β ⋅ L(conf

As mentioned, the NMS unit will output a
maximum of ‘M’ boxes. In this case, we have
chosen M = 40. Thus for any input image, the
NMS unit outputs 40 boxes based on their
confidence scores. Let us assume y as predicted
output and Y as ground truth. While training, in
the first part of the loss function, we calculate
binary cross entropy loss of confidence scores for
the first n boxes in y. (n is the number of boxes
in Y) as well the mean squared error loss for the
bounding box coordinates of first n boxes in y
which is scaled by α. In the second part of loss
function, the binary cross entropy loss of
confidence scores for of the rest bounding boxes
in y is calculated which is scaled by β. (Here
the ground truth confidence must be zero and
the loss is calculated accordingly)

Fig 3.1a

Since we are using VGGFace as base network,
the model can extract and recognise facial
features and so no negative examples of faces
need to provided. However, negative hard
mining is required for localization of faces. This
is accomplished by the second part of our loss
function. α and β are hyperparameters which
impact the loss function significantly. we have
implemented the model with

3.3 Downsampling Layers
The external network consists of four stages
containing convolutional, max pooling and batch
normalization layers [9]. The first stage takes in
the outputs of Conv 4_3 and Conv 4_1 layers
which are fed through a convolutional layer
followed by a batch normalization and RELU
activation. The next three stages first perform a
max pooling operation which reduces (or
downsamples) the size of output of the previous
layer and then are followed by operations of first
stage.

α = 1.15 β = 1.35.
4.3 Preliminary Results

3.4 Non Max Suppression
Due to the computing hardware and time
constraints, we had to compress every image in
dataset to 125x125 px. This leads to considerable
data loss and can affect model’s performance.
The below are results obtained on random
images after training the model for 50 epochs
(Fig 4.1). The results clearly show satisfactory
performance on images with upto two faces.

The non max suppression (NMS) unit processes the
bounding box predictions from all downsampling
layers and outputs a maximum ‘M’ bounding
boxes based on their corresponding confidence
scores. It also considers the overlapping of
predicted boxes and eliminates them using
Intersection over Union technique.
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Results obtained on random images after training
the model for 50 epochs at learning rate = 0.0001
Fig 4.1

However, when input image contains more than
two faces, performance of model is low. Hence
the model clearly needs more training.

3] K. Simonyan, A. Zisserman
Very Deep Convolutional Networks for LargeScale Image Recognition
arXiv technical report, 2014

5. Conclusions and Remarks

[4] G. B. Huang, M. Ramesh, T. Berg, E.
Learned-Miller
Labeled faces in the wild: A database for
studying face recognition in unconstrained
environments.
Technical Report 07-49, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 2007.

1. Preliminary results are quite promising and show
that the model can definitely be used for practical
face detection purposes once trained for large
enough epochs.

[5] L. Wolf, T. Hassner, I. Maoz
Face Recognition in Unconstrained Videos
with Matched Background Similarity.
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR), 2011.

2. The quality of data must be better. Since we had
to compress training images, this data loss impacts
model’s performance. Hence training the model
without compressing images should lead to better
performance.

[6] Wei Liu, Dragomir Anguelov, Dumitru Erhan,
Christian Szegedy, Scott Reed, Cheng-Yang Fu,
Alexander C. Berg
SSD: Single Shot MultiBox Detector
European Conference on Computer Vision, 2016

3. The above model is inspired by the design of SSD
and so once the model is trained, it should be
suitable for real time face detection applications.
4. We chose Conv 4_3 and Conv 4_1 layers of the
VGGFace, since the SSD also used Conv 4_3 layer of
it’s base network (VGGNet). However, selecting
Conv 4_1 layers allows us to get access to lower
level features that are extracted by the initial
convolutional layers of the network. In fact, any
layer ealier to Conv 4_1 in the VGGFace can be
selected and be experimented with. Result should
get better as we get access to much lower level
layers.
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Controlling the Bot with IR Remote
B Nitish Baliga
Electrical and Electronics Engineering ,
Canara Engineering college ,Benjanapadavu
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baligaexpress@gmail.com
Fig 1 shows the block diagram of the entire system
consisting of arduino nano (with AT mega 328P
IC) as the brain and heart of the system. The source
of Infrared ray used here is the television remote
which acts as a IR transmitter . The receiver used is
the component named SM0038 which can receive
Infrared radiations of frequencies greater than
38KHz. The output from the IR transmitter is
received by SM0038 and its output is then sent to
arduino nano where it is processed and required
operations are performed based on the inputs from
the IR receiver. Here the operations to be
performed is to run 1 motor or 2 motors or both
depending on the program code. The whole
receiver circuits run on 12V, 1.3mAh battery
whereas the transmitter works on two 1.5V battery.

Abstract— This paper describes my experience on
working with open source tools such as arduino (in
particular arduino nano). The project concentrates on
controlling a simple a bot with the help of a IR remote
which uses arduino micro-controller .
Keywords— TV remote controlled bot, arduino project
for beginners, arduino nano, IR controlled Bot.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A remote
control
vehicle is
defined
as
any vehicle that is teleoperated by a means that
does not restrict its motion with an origin external
to the device. This is often a radio
control device, cable between control and vehicle,
or an infrared controller. [1]
This document focuses on infrared controlled bot
that respond to infrared rays sent by the IR remote.
TV remote is used here as a source of Infrared rays.

III.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

SM0038 is interfaced with arduino nano in order to
decode the information received from the IR
remote and perform various tasks assigned.
II.

BLOCK DIAGRAM & ITS DESCRIPTION

Fig.1 Block diagram of the working of the system

IV.
COMPONENTS AND HARDWARE
A. AT mega 328P

TABLE I

The device is manufactured using Atmel’s high
density non-volatile memory technology. The
On-chip ISP Flash allows the program memory
to be reprogrammed In-System through an SPI
serial interface, by a conventional nonvolatile
memory programmer, or by an On-chip Boot
program running on the AVR core.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
BOARD
PROCESSOR
POWER SUPPLY
MOTOR DRIVER
MOTOR SPEED

ARDUINO 1.8.5
ARDUINO NANO
AT mega 328P
12V,1.3mAh dry
cell
L298N
1000rpm
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D. IR-Receiver SM0038

The SM0038 is miniaturized receivers for infrared
remote control systems. PIN diode and preamplifier
are assembled on lead frame, the epoxy package is
designed as IR filter. [7]

The Boot program can use any interface to
download the application program in the
Application Flash memory. Software in the Boot
Flash section will continue to run while the
Application Flash section is updated, providing true
Read-While-Write operation. By combining an 8bit RISC CPU with In-System Self-Programmable
Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel
ATmega328/P is a powerful microcontroller that
provides a highly flexible and cost effective
solution to many embedded control applications.[4]

E. L298 motor driver module

B. ARDUINO IDE
Arduino is an open-source electronics platform
based
on
easy-to-use
hardware
and
software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter
message - and turn it into an output - activating a
motor, turning on an LED, publishing something
online. You can tell your board what to do by
sending a set of instructions to the microcontroller
on the board.[5]

The L298 is an integrated monolithic circuit in a
15- lead multi-watt and PowerSO20 packages. It is
a high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver
designed to accept standard TTL logic levels and
drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC
and stepping motors. Two enable inputs are
provided to enable or disable the device
independently of the input signals. The emitters of
the lower transistors of each bridge are connected
together and the corresponding external terminal
can be used for the connection of an external
sensing resistor . An additional supply input is
provided so that the logic works at a lower
voltage.[8]

C. Arduino NANO

F. Geared motors

The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and
breadboard-friendly board based on the
ATmega328P (Arduino Nano 3.x). It has more
or less the same functionality of the Arduino
Duemilanove, but in a different package. It
lacks only a DC power jack, and works with a
Mini-B USB cable instead of a standard
one.[6]
1000 RPM 12V DC Geared Motor is high quality
low cost DC geared motor. It has steel gears and
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pinions to ensure longer life and better wear and
tear properties. The gears are fixed on hardened
steel spindles polished to a mirror finish. The
output shaft rotates in a plastic bushing. The whole
assembly is covered with a plastic ring. Gearbox is
sealed and lubricated with lithium grease and
require no maintenance. The motor is screwed to
the gear box from inside. Although motor gives
1000 RPM at 12V but motor runs smoothly from
4V to 12V and gives wide range of RPM, and
torque.[9]

of the motors are done with the help of pulse width
modulation pins(also called as PWM pins) which
are inbuilt in all the arduino development boards.
Depending upon the inputs from the remote
appropriate operations like running a single motor
or two motors along with direction control of the
motor. The PWM pins of arduino nano is
connected to the enable inputs of motor driver
module for speed control of the motors attached to
it.
VI.
CONCLUSION

G. IR transmitter (TV remote )

The project is able to decode the different outputs
sent from the remote and able to perform the tasks
of running the motors. The bot is able to move
forward, backward and is able to turn right or left
depending on the inputs of the remote.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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When a button on a Sony remote control, an
infrared signal is transmitted. This transmission
consists of a 40kHz signal which is turned on and
off in a particular pattern. Different buttons
correspond to different codes, which cause the
signal to be turned on and off in different
patterns.[10]
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows image of the entire setup of the
receiver side which mainly comprises of SM008,
the receiver that receives infrared rays sent by the
television remote. The output of SM008 is fed to
arduino nano. The arduino nano then decodes the
output from SM008 in three different digital
formats (decimal value, binary value, hexadecimal
value) based on the code written in the arduino
IDE. Since arduino lacks the current capacity to
control the motor connected to the setup ,an L298N
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Fig. 2. Receiver side setup

motor driver module which is a dual H-bridge
driver package is used. The pins from arduino are
connected to the input pins of motor driver module.
The output pins of motor driver module are
connected to the geared motors. The speed control
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LIST OF EVENTS COVERED IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2017-18
ODD SEMESTER
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

NIE Summer of Code 4.0
Fun-tastic
Orientations
Photophilliac
Basic Programming Workshop on C++
Tech Talk on Trends in Digital Business
6th Sense Workshop
Adroit’17 Fest
CS weekly meet-up
IEEE Programming League
Electronika
Blind coding
Tech talk on Telecommunication by NOKIA
Bug Smash
Game of Thrones
Tech Talk on Data Science
Talk on Higher Education by Gyandhan
NISB Android App Launch and Focus Groups Introduction
Dhrithi-A social initiative (old age home visit)
Basic Electronics Workshop
CS weekly meet up for android root
DBMS workshop
Dhrithi-A social initiative (school visit)
Industrial visit to NOKIA
Weekly meetup session on CSS and HTML
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EVEN SEMESTER
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Poster Making Contest
221B Baker Street
Ankura’18 Fest
Electronika
Code Golf
Tech Talk on Quantum Computing
Inauguration of PES Society
Industrial Visit to ISRO
All Karnataka Computer Society Congress
TechNIEks Hackathon
Workshop on Cyber Security
Biblus
Meet MITRA
IEEE Programming League
Mission Impossible
Bug Smash
Gordian Knot
Mock Placements
Treasure Hunt
AI Demo of Self Driving Cars
Anwesha
Zootopia
Reverse Coding
Tech Talk on Diversity in Technology
Workshop on Cisco Packet Tracer
Tech Talk on Microservices and Docker
Speed Mentoring Session
Focus Groups on Arduino
Focus Groups on Deep Learning
Treasure Hunt
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Story of NISB - Extended Cut
Last April…
when Sanad, a superawesome NISB leader and a dear friend got me to attend Ankura, by passive
force and emotional blackmail (just like he’s got me write this piece), I had no clue about what I had
signed up for. I had to attend a highly formal foundation stone laying ceremony of ISKCON Mysore,
following which was the constitution amendment session of NISB. So I was looking ahead at a boring
day. I decided to just drop in and say hi to the current leadership which I had never met or known
anything about. After all, a couple of years ago I had made a conscious choice to not be involved with
NISB, not even at a macro level, and only step in if there ever were to be a giant crisis - which of
course never came to be.
When I entered the Sports Complex, I was greeted with friendly waves of hands, smiles and warm
hugs of friends, ex-colleagues and juniors whom I was meeting after a long time. I helped myself to
generous servings of the amazing buffet, for which I had accidentally (and thankfully) arrived just in
time. My gossipy ‘gappa’ with everyone was publicly interrupted on the microphone urging me to take
my seat and be disciplined (a big ask!). I shamelessly made myself comfortable not in a seat with the
audience, but on the dias as an uninvited speaker (old habits die hard?).
What followed next really took me by surprise.
Everyone, and I mean everyone, knew the constitution in and out. They had taken this thing seriously.
For starters, I had never thought anyone would ever take it seriously (I myself hadn’t and couldn’t). But
to take it to the level of amending it from time to time? Wow!
To give some context, I had got the constitution made for two reasons.
One, for my own guilty pleasure ( ವಲು) of drafting a freaking constitution! Secondly, and more
importantly, I wanted to build a lasting institution and not a one man show. As an entrepreneur and a
wannabe change maker, NISB was a fertile practice ground for me to see if I can put institutional
mechanisms in place and see if it worked. And boy did I see it work!
After a couple of inappropriate jokes (and defending their use by quoting such instances from the
parliament and the Vidhana Sabha), we wrapped up the amendments and were set to disperse when
my itch to speak got clubbed with an invitation to speak. I gave a pep talk about the story of NISB and
then asked everyone to share their stories about NISB impromptu. What followed was a deeply
moving and motivating evening full of stories of bonding, hope, love, joy, struggle, bonhomie and
ultimately learnings.
I have given many talks, received numerous awards, been chief guest, asked for autographs, but all
that those events managed to do was to inflate my ego and eventually make me stop hankering for
them (and stop sharing FB statuses screaming truly humbled when I wasn’t). But when someone who I
had never met teared up saying that whenever they felt despair in life they read the article “Story of
NISB” in the first edition of Jijnasa, especially its conclusion, and found hope, I had no words. When a
bunch of unknown juniors thanked, cried and drew inspiration, all I could do was thank back, cry and
draw inspiration. I was going through a tough period in my life at multiple fronts, and that late evening,
standing there and receiving all that love, made me fall in love with life all over again.
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So when Sanad, whom I can’t thank enough for making that evening happen, asked me to write this
piece, I agreed at once. A part of his text to Rohit read - I really want Srinidhi’s article to go into Jijnasa.
After this core even I don’t know anyone in the next core. But this way the legacy and strings would
continue. All of us are a big family. These kids are super impressed with all the history of NISB. They
cried when Srinidhi was sharing his story in the alumni meet. I really want that fabric to be maintained.
We love you all and respect you for your contribution in mentoring us.
So here you go...
First year at NISB
I had heard about IEEE in my pre-university days and was certain I’d join it as it was a “global student
club”. In a boring class during the first semester of college, a couple of seniors casually came to class,
mentioned IEEE, and asked if anyone was interested to attend orientation. A couple of us attended the
orientation and it turned out that among all the freshmen, it was just two or three of us who ended up
joining IEEE. The remaining thirty odd members came from the final year of Electrical and Electronics
engineering, who had joined IEEE out of the compulsion to have the minimum number of members
maintained.
As is the rite of passage of every volunteer, I sat at the desk for events and membership drive. For
Adroit I organized my first ever event - BasiQUIZ, which was a fundamental science quiz which turned
out to be too tough for everyone - the highest score was 2/10 or something like that. Through these
events I befriended amazing seniors Rashmi, Navya, Shweta, Prahladha, Apoorva, Smitha, Ashwath,
Bharath, Keerthi, the Chair - Manjunath, Vice Chair - Pavan, other office bearers Divya, Jayanth and so
on.
I am mentioning as many names as I can as most of you might not know them. I can stretch history
only as far back as this, and perhaps to the previous chair to Manjunath, Vidur Garg and not more.
Chinmayi SK of the Bacchaoo Project is an NISB alum, who was a speaker during my time. NISB was
founded about twenty years ago, by Dr GRR (legend goes that one of the cores whose branch
counsellor he was, went on to win the Region 10 Best Student Branch Award), but we’ve lost that
history to time or perhaps to Dr GRR, who himself is a fantastic writer and can write down the history
before this for you.
Rashmi, Navya and their gang were the best seniors I had, who, as doting sisters and friends, took
amazing care of me lost in a new city, and treated me to a lot of fun and learning. Most of you might
know me as a leader but this was a phase of my life where I was being led. Years of minimal activity
had made NISB dormant. We wanted to stir things up.
We roamed around the city for Ankura sponsorship, because unlike now there was no momentum for
sponsoring any non TechNIEks or Jayciana fest. In fact, there was a rule - don’t go to places asking for
sponsorship where TechNIEks goes. We fuelled up our vehicles, bunked weeks of classes and pitched
our case from resorts to JK Tyres and Dominos. Our first breakthrough was when we hit upon a deal
with the manager of DRC to give us tickets to afternoon shows on weekdays - a deal that still holds. I
had a fiery debate with the manager of Big Bazaar, who held ground that our footfalls and branding
gigs do not yield enough ROI. I got him to agree that not only was he wrong and we were worth the
money, but he was putting us down because he didn't have enough sponsorship budget with himself.
Unlike Big Bazaar, the now shut down Reliance Timeout’s manager spoke of how despite being a top
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MBA he goes on the streets of Mysore trying to give away pamphlets and despite paying two lakhs a
month in rent, not even two books are bought from his book store per day. With a lot of learning on
raising sponsorship, we ended our sponsorship drive with our gold sponsor IBM which gave four hard
disks and two ipod nanos.
During Ankura, I took part in a case study competition which had seniors who had won in other college
fests and I had no clue what exactly I was supposed to do in it. To top it, I ended up in an inadvertent
argument with a judge during my cross questioning which ended with him yelling, “Buddy, do you know
how many years of experience I have in Infosys?”, and walking out. It almost seemed like he wanted
the other team to win and therefore did this to me. The other faculty judge, who I went on to become
good friends with, went on regular coffee sessions at the thela opposite college and revived the Lit
Club with, saved the day for me and persuaded the first judge. I was given the second prize!
I also took part in the paper presentation competition ‘Biblus’ and presented my so called research on
a new kind of 3D technology. I had an idea I thought was cool, but had no firm knowledge of the
science behind it. It was very vague. A team from Tumkur showed me their presentation and spoke of
how they had presented it in other countries! I was taken aback and started to feel I should not have
signed up for this. But it turned out that out of the three presenters, two presented stuff that was not
original work but from the internet and were blasted by the judges MSV and KVN, and I was told that
despite not having solid background work, I would be given the first prize as it was original work and as
I was still a first year. I had just won the ipod nano!
As the year was about to wrap up, I got an SMS saying I had a surprise the next day. We were ushered
into an empty classroom the next day where Dr. Bansilal, the then Branch Counselor read out names
of office bearers for next year. Prahladha was to be the chair, Bharath the vice chair, Rashmi the
treasurer, Navya the secretary, Ashwath the joint-secretary and Smitha the GINI (predecessor to SAC)
co-ordinator. And lastly my name was called as the webmaster. For the first time, a non final year
student or a third year student was made an office bearer to my utter disbelief. A new post had been
created to accommodate me.
Second year at NISB
We did not want NISB to close down because we were below the minimum number of members. We
came up with the idea of having one orientation per class and I had to literally take tens of orientations.
This was a first and is still unique throughout IEEE. We had rogue classes who used to beat benches
and shoo us away and thus, we came up with techniques like free tea and biscuits at the end of every
orientation. With the induction of Dr RNP as branch counselor, new found energy had appeared and
she stood as a solid backbone and got all permissions in place, got us infinite attendance, and even
spoke in almost all orientations. By changing the format of orientation to an engaging one and other
techniques, we got the numbers to shoot up to around two hundred from just thirty. Most of our
members were from first year, a huge leap from the single digit in the previous year.
Fests went smoothly, got sponsorship, for the first time got TEQIP funding, got speakers from all over
etc. But we hit a hiccup with Windows 8 distribution. IEEE had a partnership with Microsoft to give out
free Windows 8 while the orientations ran. But by the time we registered members, the offer was gone,
and this put us in a fix. Despite the support of Dr. GRR and Dr. RNP, and availability of Windows 8 keys
with the college due to its digital library membership, we were denied the keys and thus had to face the
wrath of some members. We learnt a very important lesson in sales - underpromise, overdeliver.
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Abhishek joined as a volunteer who became a partner in crime and broke his back working hard for
NISB. Except the core, we were just two main volunteers that year. Due to differences of opinion, we
had a blow when Bharath, Ashwath, Smitha and Apoorva left NISB. Viswanath, Akash, Paneesh,
Karthik KC and Vinay VS were inducted into the core.
I was selected as the IBM Campus Ambassador thanks to Vanamala ma’am, which helped strengthen
our relations with IBM even more as it was a tradition to elect the ambassador from IEEE. We
developed relations with Mithun, Vasant and other NIE alumni at IBM, and got IBM to have a
quiz-cum-lecture series at NISB. As the speakers could only come on a weekend, the lectures were
scheduled on a Saturday. Six long and monotonous lectures meant the crowd left midway! As it's a
holiday, no classes to let off! As IBM were our gold sponsors, we did not want their speakers to have
zero crowd. The core team had lost hope and wanted to announce it to the speakers. My request to
announce on mike that we’d offer samosas and certificates to those who stayed back was turned
down. I did not want to give up. I would be in office next year and wouldn’t have IBM as a gold sponsor.
I called up my classmate Prashanth Kumar and asked him, as a northie leader to get me as many
northies as possible and I’d make him an office bearer next year. All of them were given certificates,
IBM goodies, samosas and tea. We shifted the venue from Radhakrishnan Hall to Sir MV Hall to make
the hall look full. The event turned out a success!
I got to attend the AIl India IEEE Student Congress held in Bangalore as a delegate. This was my first
exposure to the world of IEEE outside of NISB. I made friends from other colleges, understood what a
region is, what a section is, etc. as no IEEE knowledge permeated into NISB back then. I came back
with a lot of knowledge, ideas and memories.
As the year approached a close, I called Prahladha and requested him to make me the Chair. I was
nominating myself not only because there weren’t many choices, but I needed this important
experience for my education mission and social work. He nominated me despite our differences. It was
not the custom to nominate a third year student for NISB. I also later got to know from Abhishek that he
was also approached and he turned down the opportunity saying I deserved it more. Though my
relations and NISB’s relations soured with the following people due to differences that crop up in such
roles and lapses we commit in immaturity and young blood, I take this opportunity to express my
immense gratitude and love to Prahladha, Rashmi, Navya, Abhishek, Bharath, Ashwath and all the rest
of them for all that they’ve done to NISB and me personally.
Meanwhile, Mysore was chosen as the venue for the All Karnataka Student Leadership Congress after
its very successful run in Tumkur the previous year. Vishvas and Nipun from Bangalore Section got in
touch with the Mysore hub lead Sushma, who contacted all the incoming Chairs from the hub. In a
meetup at SJCE, I suggested the theme to be entrepreneurship. When it came to nominating the Chair
for the event, Sushma, despite being extremely hardworking and doing most of the work, nominated
me instead of herself! I had no clue about this nomination all the way until the brochure came out. We
learnt a lot from Vishvas and Nipun and went ahead planning the event.
Apart from this, I was also selected as the Editor in Chief of Mysore Engineer, the college magazine
and Secretary at Onyx. Due to all of the running around, I failed in a subject. So there I was, incoming
Chair of NISB as well as SLC, attending make up term. Rekha ma’am helped me clear the subject
despite a long-drawn saga, and I entered third year!
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Third year at NISB
Abhishek was selected as the Google Student Ambassador and was unable to manage being the Vice
Chair here. He made his choice to dedicate his time to be a GSA and quit being the Vice Chair here.
This was a big blow as he was the only other extremely dedicated volunteer with me at that time. We
literally had no one else. I had become a one man army. I inducted Harshith as the Vice Chair, and
over the next few months inducted Girish, Kartik and Rajneesh as secretaries, Prashant as treasurer
and Yuvraj as SAC co-ordinator. We felicitated and bade farewell to Aditya Gangolli and Ramanuj Jaju
as I brought in the policy of all office bearers being from third year, as fourth years usually were busy
with placements, often neglected work or were unavailable due to holidays.
We took a bold step to conduct SLC outside Mysore in a scenic location in Suttur. We got the required
permissions in place, funds in order, and speaker line up in place. We had delegates from all over the
state and this was our first pan Karnataka event. Darshan, Arjun from SJCE, Noor from PESCE,
Vasundhara from VVIET etc were very active and helpful. The speaker line up included the who’s who
of IEEE. Chair Ravikiran, Vice Chair Sudeendra Koushik, ex Project Lead of IEEE Xtreme Gowtham
Prasad, GINI Chair Manjunath, R Arjun Pillai (who couldn’t eventually come due to his birthday),
Vishvas and Nipun from Bangalore Section. I also got to conduct various workshops and gave a talk on
our startup. All the events were themed in a sequential order from idea to exit of a startup. Everyone
bonded so much that people cried while leaving!
I met Rohit, then in first year, as he excitedly spoke on technology. He had hacked a tool to convert
anything drawn in air into a drawing on screen. We developed a low-cost smart board idea out of it for
classrooms and demo-ed it during Adroit, launched by innovation expert Sudeendra Koushik. As IBM
was in campus for its Bluemix Day to introduce its cloud service, they liked it and pivoted our product
Pynetra into Streamify, a webinar smartboard tool. It was launched at the Great Indian Developer
Summit at IISc, followed by the IBM campus to media. An ad was shot on us and we were even
covered in the front page of Economic Times!
Our hope was to expand our volunteer base. We did away with the roles of secretary and joint
secretary and converted them into specific roles. We created various designations under them and
started recruiting. Various focus groups were created. We initiated IEEE Programming League, NIE
Summer of Code, NIE Summer School, sowed the seeds for WIE and IEEE Computer Society, drafted
the constitution with constituent assembly voting and signing of constitution on IEEE Day, started
having AGMs, gave the NISB room a makeover (especially the painting by a non-member Swati),
administered an oath to new members in the name of science etc. Though none of them were huge in
scale, the seeds were sown.
Our efforts paid off at the Bangalore Section AGM. We had gone to a resort in Bangalore where during
the awards ceremony, out of nowhere, we were announced as the “Outstanding Student Branch” and
presented a certificate. The reason for the award was cited as the massive jump in the number of
members and our activities. Vikram Sharma quipped later that he had a good laugh seeing the surprise
on my face. Sushma won the Outstanding volunteer of the year award. I still remember our bus ride
back and all the tears shed.
I attended the Industry Day at IISc conducted by IEEE Bangalore Section, where during a boring
session I just walked to the stalls outside. Ranganatham Sir, from the Project Management Institute,
welcomed me with a warm smile and two minutes into the conversation said, “You know what, I feel
like you should come and talk at PMI.” PMI is the organization that certifies most project managers and
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I was asked to speak at the PM Footprints session. Corporate leaders in their 50s said, after hearing a
session on startups, that they felt like they’d sat in their first PM class. This led further to speak at the
PMP Conference, British India Business Summit and being awarded as Youth Icon by Buoyancee.
Rajneesh, Harshith and I attended the AISC at Coimbatore. I lost my tshirt and other goodies kit and
had gone to ask for a replacement, but was turned down. In that sadness, I bumped into Arjun Pillai, an
IEEE rockstar who chatted about our startup (he had inaugurated our home-office while he had visited
NISB for a talk in second year) and his, and mentioned about the rave reviews he had heard of SLC.
He said he had a surprise for me and took me to the boardroom of Amrita University. It was an India
SAC meeting with the who’s who of IEEE India in attendance. I thought that was the surprise and came
out. I also met Priya Kuber, who was the Arduino India head, who later at an event told my IEEE
juniors about the work done by NISB and how one senior can transform the whole college ecosystem.
A few days later, I got a call from Barnabas, IEEE India SAC chair, that Jery Althaf, the incumbent
Industrial Relations Vice Chair is moving out, and he’d like me to fill in as the Vice Chair (IR) for IEEE
India SAC! I couldn’t believe that I would take up such a big role, while still in third year! I was
overwhelmed by Arjun’s warmth and encouragement.
As the Industry Relations head, I got to work with Deepak Sridhar, who led GSA program for India and
worked with him to run Google Admob and other programs involving all GSAs in India collaborating
with respective IEEE SBs. We forged partnerships with Arduino India, IBM, Microsoft etc. We
established IR co-ordinators in a lot of colleges. Also as an industry-academia liaison, I got to work with
various universities too.
Meanwhile, my application to Richard E Merwin Scholarship got accepted! Given for both academic
excellence and IEEE work, I got to work as the IEEE Computer Society Student Ambassador for Asia
Pacific. Also, a big moment for me was to transition from being a delegate to a speaker at AISC in
Gujarat, where Arjun accomodated me at the last minute. After an IR volunteer meetup in Delhi,
Gitansh literally ran with my luggage to help me catch my flight back. Gitansh’s amazing volunteering
skills led him to succeed me in the India SAC. When Rekha ma’am, in whose subject I had failed the
previous year, introduced me to my own class as an entrepreneur and asked me to explain learnings in
a software engineering class, it made my day.
I was particular that this spectacular year must end on a spectacular note. I wanted to conduct Ankura
at the Sports Complex. That would make it the first student club run event to be conducted from the
stage of the sports complex. The budget ran into lakhs. We had started the year with around 8
thousand and if we had done memberships of previous years, we’d run into a deficit. But we planned to
pull all our strings and make this happen. Our first task was to get the sports complex booked for free.
NIE Management Secretary heard our plan and instantly got his secretary to book the complex for our
dates. The Principal was not agreeable to our dates and the idea of complex. Dr GRR and the other
three circuit department HoDs along with me rallied to his office to make our case. That was a scary
moment. Four HoDs, the principal and me. He agreed to the event in the complex, but not the dates.
The dates we eventually got were of a long weekend with 3 fests happening at the same time in
college. Because of the continuous postponement of the fest, we decided to have a month-long
Ankura. Literally every day there was an event for an entire month - contests, workshops, MOOCs,
seminars, webinars, movies, meetups, talks, you name it.
However when it came to the actual event, very few turned up due to the long weekend and three
fests. There were more people on stage than off stage. I had to literally go out, and ask Industrial
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Production students to attend a SaaS workshop by telling them filmy dialogues like my maan maryada
is at stake please come we will provide certificates. And they came. We slowly got more crowds, and
over the next two days, we had our constitution launch, launch of the first student-run journal of NIE
‘Jijnasa’, Industry Day, Bluemix Day, NISB Crystal Jubilee Celebration, Startup Internship Fair, Startup
Launches, Bangalore Section Internship portal launch, webinar of Arjun Pillai, first Hackathon (we paid
a bomb to get those circular chairs that are still in use!), AGM, keynotes, Alumni meet and a host of
other events. This was followed by an after party, dance and a movie outing.
Epilogue
The constitution’s biggest test was the selection of the next core. I had a list in my mind but did not
influence anyone. The fourfold process of election and selection was a method that threw up the same
list I had in my mind, independently validating the method. Though both Aman and Suraj were equally
capable, my calculation was for Suraj to be the Vice Chair and Aman the Chair, as Suraj being a
localite suited more to be the Mysore Hub lead, which he did go on to become, as it was proposed to
have the next Mysore Hub Lead from NIE. NISB was in the safe and ambitious hands of Aman, Suraj,
Payal, Yashaswini, Chandrahas, Eshwar, Avinash, Vinay GR etc. It was succeeded by Guru, Akshay,
Rohit etc. Then by Rajasimha, Sanad etc. And that was followed by the current team. If you notice my
lists of names, they are getting shorter. The reason being, I don’t know most of the core members of
future batches as I did not keep in touch (except in two pressing circumstances - NISB room and PES
student chapter inauguration).
But why did I not keep in touch? As I already said, I wanted to build a lasting institution. It’s called the
founder’s trap when you are not able to let go. In an interview, veteran theatre artist Arundhati Nag
mentions how she earlier used to hang around at Ranga Shankara, which she calls her second child,
but hardly goes there now. She set up a team to run and take care of it professionally.
However, she is present when needed. I was away from NISB, but NISB was not away from me. The
branch counselor award, another best student branch award, another REM, more people in top
leadership roles, over 400 members, over 100 leaders, so many amazing events, so much financial
robustness are all sufficient signs of a great institution that each core has added on to. Each new core
has taken NISB to further heights, independent of me, with the funds, constitution, sponsorship and
other methods, network, flowing wisdom from batch to batch and the name that’s set up for NISB. I
cannot verbalize the overwhelming joy I feel when I see that so many of you, who are all unknown to
me, have made NISB their home, their family and run it with such tender care.
Specifically the current batch - you are the best. I envy your batch. No, really. There is so much
amazing work that’s gone on, you guys deserve the R10 award, LKW, everything. Who does
deep learning focus groups?! Are you kidding me! I have been following your posts through the
year - very professional, lot of variety, lot of new stuff, amazing hard work. Kudos!
The incoming new team and future teams to come, inherit an amazing legacy and a lot of wisdom, care
and love from generations of earlier core teams. You guys will do wonders and we are waiting to be
proud of that. Know that we are always there for you, with you.
The work done in subsequent core teams to mine have far exceeded my expectations in quality and
quantity, and each volunteer whose name I forgot to mention - you know that I value your work enough
to take the liberty to forget mentioning it.
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I’d like to specially mention Yogesh sir, Dr GRR and the ever awesome Dr RNP for their tireless
contributions to NISB. Also a shoutout to Sachin, who despite not being part of NISB formally has been
my agony aunt and a support system throughout the journey. My team - Girish, Karthik, Prashant,
Yuvraj, Harshith, Rajneesh - you guys rock.
If I’ve ended up stepping on anyone’s toes in this article (which is almost unavoidable in an article of
this type), I sincerely apologise and I hope you’ll forgive me.
IEEE and NISB have a long way to go. IEEE needs internal reforms like reduced fee, 1/3rd of
technical literature out of paywall etc. Advancing technology for humanity is a great ideal. To realize it
is hard. NISB need reforms as well. As a good organization, it is imperative to be reflective too.
Also, IEEE and NISB give you as much as you give them. It has given us a lot - friends, sisters,
brothers, colleagues, business partners, mentors, life lessons, life skills, hard skills, soft skills, fun,
technology, organizational skills, network and so on and on and on. Give it back too!
From a dying organization to being such a robust one, it has made a long and successful journey that
is an inspiration to each one of us. NISB has come a long way. From being an unknown organization
on and off campus to becoming such a vibrant community touching so many lives, NISB has made
such an impactful journey. All I can say to sum it up is that it was all worth it. Ultimately, I urge you to
remember that at the heart you are a volunteer. Name, fame, glory, awards, respect, failure, position
etc. are all incidental byproducts. Volunteering is the best way to learn a lot of skills and ultimately find
the inner joy of satisfaction. In Indian philosophy, there is a distinction drawn between ananda
(happiness) and sukha (pleasure). Things that give us pleasure, like money and achievements are
temporary and when we don’t get them, they induce sorrow. Where as those that give happiness are
long-lasting. If you have a laddu and you eat it yourself, you feel pleasure. But if you share it with a
poor person, you get happiness. Pleasure reduces with sharing (if I share, I don't get to eat the whole
laddu), where as happiness increases with sharing (like giving to the poor, teaching someone a skill,
volunteering for a cause, making someone smile, traveling to a new place). Most happiness-giving
things don't cost money either. At some point in our pursuit of material accumulations, goals and happy
moments, we forget that we are actually in the pursuit of happiness. The goal was to be happy. If this
isn’t achieved, what’s the point?
In that spirit, volunteering is perhaps the best way to imbibe the capacity for selfless, unconditional
work. Don’t let human fallacies like petty wins and losses, ego clashes, hunger for power or money etc.
consume you in your volunteering journey. It’s not worth it. Really. Been there, done that. Like Sal Khan
says in his graduation address, when you are about to die, a movie plays out in front of your eyes.
Close your eyes for a second and think of that movie. Right now. You are about to die. Is it a good
one? Do you think it ends well?
Notice how most of the good moments were not GPA, pay hikes etc. They were moments with loved
ones, a good trip, volunteering experiences etc. History does not remember the 1970 topper in the UP
board exams. It is naive to chase such dreams.
Ultimately it is the experiences that count. This IS life. Stop preparing for an afterlife. Live life making
each second count. Breathe. Take a step back. Enjoy the sunrise. Enjoy a morning walk. Make
someone smile.
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If you were to be given a second chance and were not to die, to go back, and rebuild that movie,
wouldn’t you choose to go back? You have got that second chance! You are not about to die. You have
your whole life ahead of you to make it a wonderful movie. Remember that it's the journey and not the
destination that matters. Do not worry about failures. You will have more regrets about things you did
not try than about things you did. JK Rowling says, “It is impossible to live without failing at something,
unless you live so cautiously that you might as well not have lived at all - in which case, you fail by
default.” If you have lived your life in fear of failure so much that you tried nothing, then by default you
have failed in life itself.
Lastly, I would like to thank the often unsung hero - the grassroot volunteer. He is the backbone of any
organization. He is the hero in the shadows. Often I’d say, “Say anything bad about me, don’t say
anything bad about my team.” As office bearers and leaders we get a lot of comfort, adulation, credit
and so on. The grassroot volunteer is the one who toils hard day in and day out, selflessly. That is real
volunteering. That is real service. Seva. Today service is considered a derogatory word - self-service in
restaurants, service-company etc. But service is a high human ideal. It is the pinnacle of human
endeavour. To serve is to live. To serve the world, the elderly, the needy, the ones below us, the ones
above us, everyone.
In the words of the 16th century saint-philosopher Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, one should serve (seva)
with utmost compassion to all living entities (jiva-daya) in the mood of being humbler than even a blade
of grass, which, after being stepped on, lifts itself up to be stepped on once again like a cushion; being
more tolerant than a tree which tolerates so much heat and rain to give us shelter and food, and even
in its death, gives wood; being respectful to even those who disrespect us. That is true volunteering.
True service to humanity. For in the end, I am just a volunteer. But that’s being a lot.
Srinidhi P.
NISB Chairperson 2012-13
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Learning like an Infant,

Reinforcement Learning
A baby learns to stand by falling many times, it learns to accomplish a simple task by
failing many times, So keep trying until you succeed seems to be our motto as an infant.
Now let’s assume an AI program as a small baby whose parents want it to learn chess.
The parents can teach the
AI how to move a specific pawn and provide a few basic rules like
the L shaped, diagonal movement of knight and bishop
respectively, etc. But chess as a game is all about strategic
thinking and decision making, which the AI can develop only after
gaining experience. So how will the AI begin with chess ?.
Recently there has been tremendous progress in the field of Deep
Learning thanks to the abundant data and computing power but
can neural networks make the cut ?. Can we use them for
mastering
the game of chess ?. The Answer is NO. The problem comes with
supervised method of training for neural nets.
Why doesn’t supervised learning work here ?. Well,
theoretically it should work (refer Universal Approximation
Theorem) but the real problem is with the data. For each chess board state or
configuration that can occur during gameplay, we need to have a correct labeled action but
the lower bound of possible states is 1e+45 and creating such a dataset is practically
impossible. Thus we move towards probabilistic models like Markov Decision Process and
Reinforcement Learning.
These models start with the concept of Agent, State, Action and Rewards. So an agent is
the who plays the game, i.e, our AI program. State refers to the environment with which
the agent is interacting, in this case, it’s the chess board. Action refers to the interaction of
the agent, i.e, moving a pawn on the chess board. Rewards are the binary Gulab Jamun or
Neem Juice that the AI will get after winning or losing the game respectively. Gulab Jamun
might be given as +1, Neem Juice may be treated as -1 and if the game draws, it gets a 0.
The idea is that the AI should play N games and as N -> INFINITY, the number of gulab
jamuns the AI secures should keep increasing i.e., the AI should learn which moves are
the best for a particular configuration of the chess board that could lead to a Gulab Jamun.
But how do we do that ?. How do we know which move to play at a particular point during
the game ?. Well to understand this let’s leave AI Program here and discuss a simple yet
popular problem in Reinforcement Learning known as the

Multi-Armed Bandit Problem.
Let’s assume that you are in Las Vegas and wish to go to a
Casino to play the slot machine. Now you insert a coin, pull the
lever of the slot machine and repeat. Eventually in the long run,
you would lose more money than what you gained. This is why
we call a slot machine as One Armed Bandit. If a slot machine
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has more than one lever, we call it Multi-Armed Bandit or K–Armed Bandit (K = number of
levers).
So according to the Multi-Armed Bandit Problem, we have a slot machine with K levers
and we need to find the best lever or arm to be pulled so that we maximize our reward
(money). Each of the levers may have a constant or varying reward function associated
with it but for simplicity, we assume that the reward function is constant (numerical value),
which is denoted as Q*(ai) where ai is the ith lever or arm. This reward function Q* is an
implicit property of the slot machine and we cannot access it. So, now our job is to find the
function definition of Q*. Basically the reward function gives us the reward we obtain on
choosing an arm. We can start with a random guess of reward associated for each arm
and define them in a function Q(ai) and our end goal is that Q(ai) = Q*(ai). But how do we
do that ?.
We initially start with our randomly guessed function Q(ai) and pull each arm N times and
update our function Q(ai) accordingly,
Qn+1(ai) = [(n-1) * Qn(ai) + R] / n
where Qn is the reward function at nth pull.
Rn is the reward received at nth pull.
This process of updating our reward function estimates is referred to as Exploration and
according to the Law of Large Numbers, as N->INFINITY, Qn(ai) ≃ Q*(ai). Once that we are
done with Exploration (by means of which we gain experience at playing the slot machine),
we now Exploit our experience and knowledge about the slot machine to maximize our
winnings or rewards. This process is known as Exploitation. Here we have developed a
simple mathematical model to master the art of gambling and successfully solve the
K-Armed Bandit Problem.
Yashwanth Chawat
ECE 3rd Year
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All Karnataka Computer Society Congress
The All Karnataka Computer Society Congress 2018 was held on 27th and 28th of January, 2018.
This was the first time that NIE had witnessed a student congress and we take immense pride
that it was conducted by the CS chapter of the NIE IEEE Student Branch. It was a one-day
congress with Artificial Intelligence as the theme followed by an optional tour to historic places
and heritage structures in and around Mysore.
The congress brought together budding students, professional engineers, researchers locally
from Karnataka as well as from neighbouring regional circles on one platform to exchange ideas
and resources about AI. This was one of the massive events that NISB had ever conducted and
organizing it made us strong as a team.
The congress included Tech talks on AI, Computer Society and its benefits and also a fun
networking event. The second day, students were taken to various student attractions in and
around Mysore.The congress was a great opportunity to learn, hone skills, network, and explore
latest innovations and future technologies.
This was the first time The IEEE Computer Society Student Sectional Congress was held in
Karnataka. Though the Computer Society of Banglore Section has been very active, the student
across the section needed a platform to get together. The Congress was also a great opportunity
for the student Branches across Karnataka to start new CS chapters. The Congress saw
participation from other sections too.
Various student branches participated along with the six CS chapters in the section. They
showcased their CS chapters and its achievements.
The branch counsellor of NIE IEEE Student Branch Dr. Rohini Nagapadma, Faculty Advisor for
Computer Society Mr. Yogesh MJ, The Banglore Section Computer Society Execom, Mr Bindu
Madhava, the speakers Ms Yogita Sharma and Mr Arish Ali, NISB Chairperson Limita Shetty and
CS Chairperson Milan Menezes were present during the inauguration. The NISB’s odd sem
newsletter Manas was released during the AKCSC’18.
The Congress started with a talk on Computer Society by Mr Bindu Madhava. He was the
immediate past chairperson of IEEE Computer Society, Bangalore and also Executive Committee
Member of IEEE Bangalore Section. He is currently the Senior Director, at Centre for
Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), Govt of India Bangalore. He shared the
wonderful accomplishments of CS society in the past few years all over Karnataka. He also gave
a clear insight of what computer society was and why a student should join it, elucidating the
amazing benefits like digitized library, journals, magazines and not to forget the source of
innumerable research papers from across the world.
He admired the enthusiasm of students, taking initiatives and expanding the society in their
institutions.
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After this, Arpana Debnath, the previous REM scholar and the ex-chairperson of NIE IEEE
Computer Society gave a talk on what Computer Society provides for students and elaborated
on REM scholarships from her experiences.
The first talk of the day on AI was delivered by Ms. Yogita Sharma, a software engineer at
Hansel.io. She began the talk with a brief explanation on what Artificial Intelligence is and how
it is used in the world. She explained the basics of how Artificial Intelligence works. She later
focussed her talk on the topic of self-driving cars and how Artificial Intelligence is used in them.
She spoke about the safety issues and moral questions that rise when creating an Artificial
Intelligence for a car.
She explained the various road hazards that the car would have to handle in real time. She
briefly spoke about her role in the creation of self-driving cars. Her presentation was complete
with pictures and videos in order to ease our understanding of the subject. While the
technology is still experimental and many bugs still have to be fixed, it is currently being used in
certain parts of the world.
The Congress then continued with chapter exhibition from various CS chapters across the state.
Five CS chapters from various student branches showcased their CS chapter. They gave a report
on the events held in the previous year, their achievements and their future plans to give more
benefits to their members and to increase the membership drive.
The second tech talk for the day was give by Mr Suhas Srinivasan. Mr. Suhas Shrinivasan is
currently working as a Project assistant at IISc Bangalore. An interactive session was held for
students to define the very meaning of AI and gain more knowledge about it. The seminar
mainly focused on the way AI is depicted by the media to the public and the myths revolving
around it. This also included the students discussing its advancement and the impact it has had
on people and the world over the years. Self-driving cars, Automatic chat bots, Social media
bots and various other present day applications of AI were shared with the students.
After the lunch break, the congress continued with the networking event. AKCSC brought
together a set of enthusiastic students from different parts of the state who engaged
themselves in interactions and exchanged ideas which expanded their horizons. Networking
event was conducted to make sure people get to know each other and build stronger
relationships. In this event, groups were made and each had a member from NIE to guide them
regarding the same. They were assigned with different topics connected to advertisements.
With the time span provided, they made the best use of it and came up with a lot of fun ideas.
True networking occurs when there is an understanding that everyone in the room has equal
value and this is what we encountered that day. The groups came up with innovative and
exciting advertisement ideas which were thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. The networking
event turned out to be a grand success because of their active participation. NIE IEEE student
branch which hosted AKCSC18 succeeded in bringing people together. Networking is not just
about connecting people, it's about connecting people with people, people with ideas and
people with opportunities!
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The networking was followed with a last technical talk by Mr Arish Ali, an Artificial Intelligence
developer at Bemo. He spoke about the uses of Artificial Intelligence in the medical field. He
explained how Artificial Intelligence has been in some way involved in the medical field for a
long time and how it’s involvement is increasing as the days go by. He spoke about some fields
where Artificial Intelligence can be used to improve a patient’s life. One such instance is in the
field of psychology. Chatbots have been in use for the past few years to help patients in
depression and other psychological disorders. He explained to us about an app that can detect
certain diseases from the face of the user and how it diagnosed a baby with Down’s Syndrome
before any doctor could. He also spoke about the use of Artificial Intelligence in the form of
capsules injected into the body to periodically release drugs needed to be consumed by a
patient which eliminates the need for the patient to manually consume them. His talk was
accompanied by a presentation which enabled better understanding of the subject.
Day 2 was an optional tour around Mysuru. Travelling is always like knowledge, the more you
see the more you realise you haven't seen. Exploring new places always ends up creating new
opportunities. AKCSC18 provided this opportunity to all those outsiders to explore the heritage
city-Mysore. After the series of events conducted on AKCSC day 1, it was the day 2 that most of
the people waited for. Day 2 of AKCSC was all about visiting various places in Mysore. Starting
the day by seeking the blessings of God is the best way to lead the day. To seek the blessings of
goddess chamundi, the entire team headed to chamundi hills. This place is the pride of Mysore.
It stopped at various viewpoints on the way to the top of the hill. This outing indeed promoted
networking between students from various colleges. This was one of the best ways to get to
know each other.
Nature is the best teacher. Strongly believing in it, the entire AKCSC team then headed to
Shukavana. This place provided a walk through aviary that had a number of colourful parrots
and also had an entire garden of bonsai trees. Nature never fails to impress, this was truly
proved by Shukavana. Palaces are always the major attractions of the city, Mysore Palace has
one of the oldest histories and the most beautiful architecture to be adored. Seeing the most
intricate designs and interiors did make everyone feel lost in a whole new different world. It
took awhile for the team to enjoy every bit of its beauty.
Brindavan Garden is another beauty of Mysore. The blooming garden beautified the dawn with
the fountain show. This was the last spot of the visit. So the All Karnataka computer society
congress was concluded with an overwhelming response of all the delegates.
The AKCSC’18 ended successfully with mostly positive responses from its 105+ participants from
places all around Karnataka. The congress encouraged the students to join the computer society
by realizing it’s benefits. It helped the CS community grow. The students got a head start on
Artificial Intelligence.
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Digilocker: A make in India Revolution
Tired of running around to get important documents attested while filling out different applications? The
Government of India has an innovative solution to save you all the trouble. DigiLocker, is a
cloud-based platform introduced by the government through which important documents are digitally
protected. It is for issue and verification of documents such as mark sheets, driving license, domicile
certificate and so on.
Authenticity ensured
It makes sure that fake documents are eliminated through Aadhaar-enabled authentication. The
documents stored in the cloud can be accessed in electronic and printable formats and also shared
with various agencies. DigiLocker ensures privacy and security to the owner of the documents and the
person requesting them. Both the owner and the applicant must register on the DigiLocker portal with a
unique user ID and password.
Rahul, a pre-university student, is in the process of applying for his higher studies to various colleges
and universities. Every educational institution requires several documents for admission. They
comprise mark sheets of Class X and XII, migration certificate, transfer certificate, among other
documents. These have to be duly attested by a gazetted officer or a government official to verify their
authenticity. During admission, if Rahul misplaces a single document, he loses his chances of securing
a seat at his preferred institution. Entities such as CBSE are already part of DigiLocker.
How it functions
There are three stakeholders in a digital locker mechanism. In the education sector, there is the school
or the Board which issues mark sheets in an electronic format which can be stored in a repository.
The requester is an entity, such as a university, who requests secure access to a particular document.
Students can use the service based on Aadhaar and one-time-password authentication with an
exclusive storage space of 1 GB. Once the student uploads the documents to DigiLocker and e-signs
them, he/she can provide different entities access to them upon request. Instead of taking multiple
printouts of the same document, getting it attested by a government officer and submitting it to relevant
authorities, students can provide their DigiLocker link and grant access. Old documents in physical
format can also be digitised and uploaded.DigiLocker seems to be the future of document
management.
As the Internet is required to store and access the data in the repository, the government must come
out with policies to bridge the digital divide. Computer literacy and Internet availability are essential for
this project to be successful, helping even rural students make use of paperless college admissions.
Shiva Shankar Iyer
Section Editor
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“My Tryst with NISB”
(A dialogue between Mohd Sanad Zaki Rizvi(SAC co-ordinator 2016-17, NISB) and Gurupriy
Inamdar(Vice-Chairperson 2015-16, NISB)
Sanad: How did you come across NISB, what’s your story?
Gurupriy: My journey, like everyone else, started out as a student member in my first year.
Getting to know like minded people who were always doing something interesting and
attending the plethora of workshops and hackathons on cutting edge technology was what
drew me towards NISB. It was like a melting pot of passion for technology, something that
fascinated this first year so much that I ended up being the Vice Chairperson in my third year.
Looking back at all those years of fun and learning, I realize how much volunteering has changed
me and for the better.
Sanad: You have been a part of the NISB family for around 5 years now. What has changed
about NISB and what was it like back then, in your first year?
Gurupriy: I have seen NISB evolve gradually from an organization with smaller member size to
being one among the “BEST STUDENT BRANCH” of Karnataka. With each new year, NISB grows
by different achievements, setting new milestones and bringing out various changes. It is all
because of the hard work, dedication, determination of the core members along with their
volunteers and members and it has been my privilege to be part of such great family. I hope to
see NISB scaling new heights in the years to come
Sanad: What’s that one unforgettable moment of yours with NISB?
Gurupriy: One of the most cherished memories of NISB would probably that be of Ankura’16.
There is always something magical about Ankura. This Ankura was no different, I was the Vice
Chairperson and it was expected of me and my team to lead Ankura to unprecedented heights.
Everything, including but not limited to events, sponsorship, publicity, industrial visits, logistics,
volunteer management etc. were directly under me. For someone who was once a shy kind, I
had sure come a long way. I had people who looked up to me for guidance same as I once did.
The infinite set of responsibilities and the sense of accomplishment of each when properly
executed, it is those moments that are etched, sublime, vividly in my heart.
Sanad: Getting involved with NISB in any capacity brings its own set of experiences and
learning. An important lesson NISB taught you that you would like to share?
Gurupriy:
To quote Harry Potter:
“Help will always be given at Hogwarts to those who ask for it.”
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The same is true with NISB, it is a great platform that helps you to showcase your talent and
hone your skills. “Volunteering” forms the crux of the organization and it is always stressed
upon. You are always provided with opportunities to improve your skills and to learn. Through
volunteering and being part of the NISB core, I have learned different things that have helped
me a lot in improving my public speaking, people management, event management skills. It is
your responsibility for the proper utilization of the numerous benefits that NISB provides.
Sanad: NISB as an organization is technology centered. How did NISB help you realize your
technical ambitions?
Gurupriy: The beauty of NISB is that it has been a haven for technical enthusiasts and learners
who come together to form the technical community of the college, which fosters sharing of
knowledge. I found my source of learning through the hands-on workshops, technical talks by
renowned speakers, various focus groups and technical events which not only helped me to
improve my knowledge but also stay updated with the current technology.
Sanad: Any advice for NISB, its members or the core?
Gurupriy: NISB is a legacy that is passed down from one generation to another and you now are
part of this family and the team who is currently shouldering the responsibility for NISB's future
and its growth. I hope you keep doing the great work that you always do and make NISB as one
of the most active student technical communities of Karnataka. Also, I wish you all the best for
all your future endeavors.
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Introduction to C++ Game Programming
Cutting-edge computer games rival the best that Hollywood has to offer in visual effects, musical score, and
pure adrenaline rush. But games are a form of entertainment unlike any other.What sets games apart and
makes them so engrossing is interactivity. The key to achieving this interactivity is programming. It’s
programming that allows an alien creature, an attack squadron, or an entire army to react differently to a
player in different situations. Through programming, a game’s story can unfold in new ways.
Although there are literally thousands of computer programming languages, C++ is the game industry
standard. If you were to wander the PC game section of your favourite store and grab a title at random, the
odds are overwhelming that the game in your hand would be written largely or exclusively in C++. The
bottom line is this: If you want to program computer games professionally, you must know C++.

Understanding the ISO Standard
The ISO standard for C++ is a definition of C++ that describes exactly how the language should work. It also
defines a group of files, called the standard library, that contain building blocks for common programming
tasks, such as I/O—getting input and displaying output. The standard library makes life easier for
programmers and provides fundamental code to save them from reinventing the wheel.
Pro TIP 1 : Always keep a chart of the C++ Standard Library handy, while you’re busy creating your next
blockbuster game !
Pro TIP 2 : These should be the basic “traffic lights” for game programming that you can follow:

Using the standard library, I’ve attempted to create the classic Tic-Tac-Toe game, using the Codeblocks IDE
: version 10.05 linked with the MinGW compiler . You can download them, (and take reference) from these
sites :

▪
▪

C++ Standard Library : http://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/header
CodeBlocks-10.05 minGw-setup.exe :
https://sourceforge.net/projects/codeblocks/files/latest/download

Okay ! Let’s Do it !
In this project, you’ll learn how to create a computer opponent using a dash of AI
(Artificial Intelligence). In the game, the player and computer square off in a high-stakes,
man-versus-machine showdown of Tic-Tac-Toe. The computer plays a formidable (although
not perfect) game and comes with enough attitude to make any match fun.
Create an empty Tic-Tac-Toe board-> Display the game instructions-> Determine who goes first->
Display the board While nobody’s won and it’s not a tie-> If it’s the human’s turn Get the human’s
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move->Update the board with the human’s move-> Otherwise Calculate the computer’s move-> Update the board with
the computer’s move-> Display the board->Switch turns-> Congratulate the winner or declare a tie

Representing the data :
The board itself could be a vector of chars. There are nine squares on a Tic-Tac-Toe board, so the
vector should have nine elements. Each square on the board will correspond to an element
In the vector. Each square or position on the board is represented by a number, 0–8. That
means the vector will have nine elements, giving it position numbers 0–8. Because each
move indicates a square where a piece should be placed, a move is also just a number, 0–8.
That means a move could be represented as an int. The side the player and computer play
could also be represented by a char—either an ‘X’ or an ‘O’, just like a game piece. A
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variable to represent the side of the current turn would also be a char, either an ‘X’ or an ‘O’.

Creating a list of Functions :
Function Description
char opponent(char piece)

void displayBoard(const vector<char>&
board)
char winner(const vector<char>& board)

Calculates the opposing piece given a piece. Receives
either an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. Returns either an ‘X’ or an ‘O’.
Displays the board on the screen. Receives a board.
Determines the game winner. Receives a board.
Returns an ‘X’, ‘O’, ‘T’ (to indicate a tie), or ‘N’(to indicate that no one

has won yet).
bool isLegal(const vector<char>&
board, int move)

Determines whether a move is legal. Receives a
board and a move. Returns either true or false.

int humanMove(const vector<char>&
board, char human)

Gets the human’s move. Receives a board and the
human’s piece. Returns the human’s move.

int computerMove(vector<char> board,
char computer)
void announceWinner(char winner,
char computer, char human)

Calculates the computer’s move. Receives a board
and the computer’s piece. Returns the computer’s move.
Congratulates the winner or declares a tie. Receives
the winning side, the computer’s piece, and the human’s

// Tic-Tac-Toe
// Plays the game of tic-tac-toe against a human opponent
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#include <algorithm>
using namespace std;
// global constants
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const char X = ‘X’;
const char O = ‘O’;
const char EMPTY = ‘ ‘;
const char TIE = ‘T’;
const char NO_ONE = ‘N’;
// function prototypes
void instructions();
char askYesNo(string question);
int askNumber(string question, int high, int low = 0);
char humanPiece();
char opponent(char piece);
void displayBoard(const vector<char>& board);
char winner(const vector<char>& board);
bool isLegal(const vector<char>& board, int move);
int humanMove(const vector<char>& board, char human);
int computerMove(vector<char> board, char computer);
void announceWinner(char winner, char computer, char human);

The main() Function
int main()
{
int move;
const int NUM_SQUARES = 9;
vector<char> board(NUM_SQUARES, EMPTY);
instructions();
char human = humanPiece();
char computer = opponent(human);
char turn = X;
displayBoard(board);
while (winner(board) == NO_ONE)
{
if (turn == human)
{
move = humanMove(board, human);
board[move] = human;
}
else
{
move = computerMove(board, computer);
board[move] = computer;
}
displayBoard(board);
turn = opponent(turn);
}
announceWinner(winner(board), computer, human);
return 0;
}

The instructions() Function
This function displays the game instructions and gives the computer opponent a little attitude.
void instructions()
{
cout << “Welcome to the ultimate man-machine showdown: Tic-Tac-Toe.\n”;
cout << “—where human brain is pit against silicon processor\n\n”;
cout << “Make your move known by entering a number, 0 - 8. The number\n”;
cout << “corresponds to the desired board position, as illustrated:\n\n”;
cout << “ 0 | 1 | 2\n”;
cout << “ ————-\n”;
cout << “ 3 | 4 | 5\n”;
cout << “ ————-\n”;
cout << “ 6 | 7 | 8\n\n”;
cout << “Prepare yourself, human. The battle is about to begin.\n\n”;
}

The askYesNo() Function
char askYesNo(string question)
{
char response;
do
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{
cout << question << “ (y/n): “;
cin >> response;
} while (response != ‘y’ && response != ‘n’);
return response;
}

The askNumber() Function
int askNumber(string question, int high, int low)
{
int number;
do
{
cout << question << “ (“ << low << “ - “ << high << “): “;
cin >> number;
} while (number > high || number < low);
return number;
}

The humanPiece() Function
char humanPiece()
{
char go_first = askYesNo(“Do you require the first move?”);
if (go_first == ‘y’)
{
return X;
}
else
{
return O;
}
}

The opponent() Function
This function gets a piece (either an ‘X’ or an ‘O’) and returns the opponent’s piece (either
an ‘X’ or an ‘O’).
char opponent(char piece)
{
if (piece == X)
return O;
else
return X;
}

The displayBoard() Function
void displayBoard(const vector<char>& board)
{
cout << “\n\t” << board[0] << “ | “ << board[1] << “ | “ << board[2];
cout << “\n\t” << “————-”;
cout << “\n\t” << board[3] << “ | “ << board[4] << “ | “ << board[5];
cout << “\n\t” << “————-”;
cout << “\n\t” << board[6] << “ | “ << board[7] << “ | “ << board[8];
cout << “\n\n”;
}

The winner() Function
char winner(const vector<char>& board)
{
// all possible winning rows
const int WINNING_ROWS[8][3] = { {0, 1, 2},
{3, 4, 5},
{6, 7, 8},
{0, 3, 6},
{1, 4, 7},
{2, 5, 8},
{0, 4, 8},
{2, 4, 6} };
In this initial section of the function, I define a constant, two-dimensional array of ints called WINNING_ROWS, which
represents all eight ways to get three in a row and win the game.Each winning row is represented by a group of three
numbers—three board positions that form a winning row. For example, the group {0, 1, 2} represents the top row—board
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positions 0, 1, and 2. The next group, {3, 4, 5}, represents the middle row—board positions 3, 4, and 5. And so on. . .
.Next I check to see whether either player has won.
const int TOTAL_ROWS = 8;
// if any winning row has three values that are the same (and not EMPTY),
// then we have a winner
for(int row = 0; row < TOTAL_ROWS; ++row)
{
if ( (board[WINNING_ROWS[row][0]] != EMPTY) &&
(board[WINNING_ROWS[row][0]] == board[WINNING_ROWS[row][1]]) &&
(board[WINNING_ROWS[row][1]] == board[WINNING_ROWS[row][2]]) )
{
return board[WINNING_ROWS[row][0]];
}
}
// since nobody has won, check for a tie (no empty squares left)
if (count(board.begin(), board.end(), EMPTY) == 0)
return TIE;
// since nobody has won and it isn’t a tie, the game ain’t over
return NO_ONE;
}

The isLegal() Function
This function receives a board and a move. It returns true if the move is a legal one on the
board or false if the move is not legal. A legal move is represented by the number of an
empty square.
inline bool isLegal(int move, const vector<char>& board)
{
return (board[move] == EMPTY);
}

You can see that I inlined isLegal(). Modern compilers are quite good at optimizing on
their own; however, since this function is just one line, it’s a good candidate for inlining.

The humanMove() Function
int humanMove(const vector<char>& board, char human)
{
int move = askNumber(“Where will you move?”, (board.size() - 1));
while (!isLegal(move, board))
{
cout << “\nThat square is already occupied, foolish human.\n”;
move = askNumber(“Where will you move?”, (board.size() - 1));
}
cout << “Fine...\n”;
return move;
}

The computerMove() Function
This function receives the board and the computer’s piece. It returns the computer’s
move. The first thing to notice is that I do not pass the board by reference.
int computerMove(vector<char> board, char computer)
Okay, how do I program a bit of AI so the computer puts up a decent fight? Well, I came up with a basic three-step
strategy for choosing a move.
1. If the computer can win on this move, make that move.
2. If the human can win on his next move, block it.
3. Otherwise, take the best remaining open square. The best square is the center. The next best squares are the corners,
and then the rest of the squares.
{
cout << “I shall take square number “;
// if computer can win on next move, make that move
for(int move = 0; move < board.size(); ++move)
{
if (isLegal(move, board))
{
board[move] = computer;
if (winner(board) == computer)
{
cout << move << endl;
return move;
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}
// done checking this move, undo it
board[move] = EMPTY;
}
}
// if human can win on next move, block that move
char human = opponent(computer);
for(int move = 0; move < board.size(); ++move)
{
if (isLegal(move, board))
{
board[move] = human;
if (winner(board) == human)
{
cout << move << endl;
return move;
}
// done checking this move, undo it
board[move] = EMPTY;
}
}
const int BEST_MOVES[] = {4, 0, 2, 6, 8, 1, 3, 5, 7};
// since no one can win on next move, pick best open square
for(int i = 0; i < board.size(); ++i)
{
int move = BEST_MOVES[i];
if (isLegal(move, board))
{
cout << move << endl;
return move;
}
}
}

The announceWinner() Function
This function receives the winner of the game, the computer’s piece, and the human’s piece. The function announces the
winner or declares a tie.
void announceWinner(char winner, char computer, char human)
{
if (winner == computer)
{
cout << winner << “‘s won!\n”;
}
else if (winner == human)
{
cout << winner << “‘s won!\n”;
cout << “No, no! It cannot be! Somehow you tricked me, human.\n”;
}
else
{
cout << “It’s a tie.\n”; } }

Alip Majumdar
ECE 3rd year
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The CS Chapter of NISB

The NISB Computer Society was started in the year 2014 with 12 initial members signing a
petition with the support of the faculty advisor, Mr Yogesh M J. While NIE already had an
actively functioning IEEE student branch, it was the vision of the former core members, the
likes of Mr Srinidhi Prahlad and others to have an independent sub group of Computer
Scientists and Engineers that cater better and more specifically to their activities. We, the
initial founding members wanted to make avail all the benefits that a IEEE-CS member could
have at their disposal to our peers and juniors. We also wanted to collectively make active
attempts to bridge the gap between industry and academia by, among other things,
introducing the students to the latest and upcoming technologies and technical practices that
are practiced in the industry at present. We believe that the best way to learn is by working
and have tried to implement a practical, hands-on approach in all our events and activities. It
is humbling and rewarding to see the ever increasing growth of the NISB-Computer Society
and their energy, enthusiasm has been higher than ever. Wishing the best to the Society, I
hope they continue to make NIE proud.

Vinay G R.
NIE, Dept of CS&E,
Class of 2016
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Products that will blow your mind!!
When good designers talk about innovation, they mean the successful exploitation of new
ideas. They don't stop with invention, but turn inspirations into reality. Here are a few tech
products that carry a wow factor nobody could imagine.
Rokblok
A portable wireless record player. It’s the size of a stick of butter, with a needle on the
bottom and little rubber tires with which it rolls itself around the record at 45 or 33.5 laps
per minute. The music just plays as the block rolls. The sound can be amplified by simply
connecting it to a wireless Bluetooth speaker.
Doorbot (ring)
A wireless video door bell system for a smart phone. It let's you speak and communicate
with anyone at your front door from anywhere you are. It instantly connects you via video
and you can keep an eye on your far flung residencies.
Lumio
A light in the shape of a book that is water resistant. It simply opens up and gives out the
light intensity depending on the extent to which it is open, more or less. It can be stuck or
hung anywhere with a battery durable for 8 hours.
SignalVault
A device that protects your debit card and credit card from being hacked. Think of it as a
jammer that requires no charge or electricity of any sort. It’s as simple as slipping your card
into this protecting cover- Signal Vault.
Breathometer
A portable breathalyzer that features a plug that enables it to be connected to any smart
phone. This device provides security and is a life saving product. Some designs are even
bluetooth enabled and supports an app to book an Uber or a cab for a safe ride home.

Nimisha K
Section Editor
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WIE’s dreams into action
When one woman helps another, amazing things can happen. That's what women in engineering
(WIE) is all about. WIE was started as an affinity group of NISB with the sole aim of advancing and
encouraging girls to pursue their fields of interest in technology. No one knows much about all the
extraordinary women who have changed the world, yet there are so many. A woman succeeding in the
field of technology is sometimes difficult to be heard, let alone valued.
The first event of this year under WIE was a tech talk on digital trends by Mrs. Aarathi Balakrishnan
from Oracle who is a part of Anita Borg Institute. The sem began with a very insightful talk by this
inspiring lady. We got an adrenaline rush when we saw a remarkable response and feedback and it
gave us extra packs for the coming journey. Team NISB became a family. MV hall and Azeez Sait
became our stomping grounds.
This was followed by a DBMS workshop and WIE was expected to meet the standards set by NISB. It
was a two-day session covering basic concepts of DBMS. No matter how far a person goes in life, he
is judged by his ethics and principles. One of our seniors suggested us to go to old age homes to teach
them the use of smart phones and smart devices. We visited an old age home to convert this plan into
action. The warmth we received from them is something that will be remembered forever.
We didn’t want to stop there. We decided to take a step ahead and reach out schools to educate them
about Engineering and technology. One of the directors of NIE was very happy with the work we were
doing and he wanted us to give a presentation on trending technology in his school. We gave a
presentation on IOT for school students. They were looking at us as though we were doing some
magic spells. They were excited and wanted to build those stuffs by themselves.
Being a part of NISB itself is a life changing experience. We aspired to take WIE to a greater level.
The highlight of the year was INSPIRO, a week long fest, as a part of International Women's Day-18.
We conducted a plethora of events including tech talks, workshops, competitions for an entire week.
The main aim of the event was to attract girls towards technology. The day, as aptly the name says, is
dedicated to celebrate the achievements of women around the world.
The signature event of INSPIRO was the speed mentoring session where we communicated and
networked with our alumni and other developers from the industry.
“During our time, we were going around the campus to get in girls for the events, but now they have to
search for seats to sit, the halls are flooded with people..”
- Yashaswini, WIE chairperson, NISB, 2015.
We were pleased to have mentors from Cisco, Oracle, SAP, Nokia and Infosys. The screens were
drawn with a cake cutting and celebrations post the event
To educate a girl, is to educate a nation.
Gender diversity brings more perspectives to the table, which leads to a higher group-knowledge
and more creativity. We should stop considering ourselves as female engineers and just be engineers.
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Quantum Effects and it’s exploitation
The universe is an aberrant place with its laws unfathomable. We may never know it’s true purpose
of existence, but can only assume it. As a famous saying in quantum mechanics, reality is only what
you choose it to be.
Over the centuries, many scientists have put together a set of laws that intangibly define the known
cosmos. But there’s a hitch, as there exists a world, a quantum world that shatters these laws, and a
new set of laws and effects are observed -The quantum effects.
The effects that require quantum mechanics to be explained are called quantum effects. A quantum
of light (photon) will behave either as a particle or wave, depending on how you measure it.
The quantum world starts vaguely below the range of 5 nanometres. There are many bizarre
properties that lie in the quantum world like entanglement, Zeno effect, superposition, quantum
tunnelling, and superconductivity to name a few.
Understanding these effects are key to the construction and building of the scientific future.

HOW QUANTUM EFFECTS ARE CHANGING THE WORLD :
1) Quantum Tunnelling and Moore’s law :
Electronics has seen its renaissance over the past 3-4 decades with the steep reduction in size of
transistors. But just as much as we love microelectronics and its numerous applications in the small
gadgets, there is a limit to the size and number of transistors we can fit in a specified area, as defined
by Moore’s law, as quantum effects take over after a certain range. As the distance between
different transistor regions decreases, the electrons acquire the ability to penetrate the potential
barriers, a phenomenon known as quantum tunnelling. This effect makes a transistor ineffective even
when it’s turned off, as current will start leaking between transistors. Hence, at the current rate of
progress in technology, after a few years transistors won’t get any smaller.

It’s not possible to stop quantum tunnelling, hence a latest form of transistor design called tunnel
transistor has become more prominent. In a traditional MOSFET, electrons move in conduction band
from source to drain. The device can be switched OFF to ON if sufficient voltage is applied between
the source and drain. But in tunnel transistors, electrons originate in the valence band and a small
voltage applied to the gate lowers the conduction band of the channel and it overlaps in energy with
the source valence band, allowing electrons to tunnel into the channel.
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A new quantum tunnelling study showed how to capture electricity from the infrared radiation
produced by sunlight by using a micro antenna to catch the small infrared wavelengths using a
tunnelling device called metal-insulator-metal , where electrons were able to tunnel through a small
barrier, despite lacking the energy to do so. As the electrons pass through the barrier, they get
converted to Direct current.
2) Entanglement and Quantum cryptography :
Entanglement is a quantum phenomenon where knowing the quantum state of one entangled
particle would instantly reveal the state of the other entangled particle, even if they were light years
away. But measuring the state of one particle would instantly destroy the state of the other particle,
hence the concept cannot be used in direct communication.
Entanglement occurs when a pair of particles such as photons, interact physically. When a laser
beam is fired through a certain type of crystal it causes individual photons to split into pairs of
entangled photons.
Entanglement sees its application in many other fields, like time keeping, where the quantum clocks
containing entangled atoms measure the passage of time, and could be linked to form a worldwide
network that could measure time independent of location. The application could be used in various
time dependant systems like in GPS and stock markets.
Entanglement is also used in quantum cryptography, where the particle is transferred using
entanglement, and if the system is disturbed the receiver gets notified immediately.
Like traditional public key cryptography, unbreakable quantum keys in the form of photons are used
in a system called quantum key distribution (QKD). In QKD, information about the key is sent via
photons that have been randomly polarized. It restricts the photon such that it vibrates in only one
plane, like up, down, right or left. The recipient uses polarized filters to decipher the key and then
chooses an algorithm to encrypt the message. The message goes over normal communication
channels, but no one can decipher them unless they have the exact quantum key. Anyone attempt at
trying to read the data will change the quantum state and alert a security breach.
In August 2016, China successfully launched it’s quantum satellite- Micius. The satellite created pairs
of entangled photons whose properties are dependent on each other beaming one half of each pair
down to base stations in China and Austria.
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3) Quantum computers :
Quantum computers use the principles of superposition and entanglement to compute various high
end calculations. They use the system of qubits where the quantum state is in a superposition of 1’s
and 0’s, hence both states existing simultaneously that help in parallel processing. More the number
of qubits in a computer, the faster the computation.
Building a quantum computer isn’t easy as they require very sophisticated environments to run, like
almost absolute zero temperatures to take advantage of superconductivity. Laser cooling is used to
slow down the atoms to absolute zero.
Quantum computers are programmed using a hundred tightly focussed laser beam into a vacuum
chamber. Each laser beam is used to grab one atom or not by using atom traps. Positioning these
atoms is a way to program it, or by carefully pushing the atoms from lowest energy state to highest
energy state, by carefully chosen laser beams that shoot in one specific transition. By choosing the
state and position to which the atoms are excited,a quantum computer is programmed.
Quantum programming languages, like Microsoft’s Q# can be used to program quantum computers.
Quantum Assembly language (QASM) is implemented in experiments with low depth quantum
circuits.
The IBM Quantum Experience (QX) enables anyone to easily connect to IBM’s quantum processors
via the IBM Cloud, to run algorithms and experiments, on its 5 qubit quantum processors. Here’s the
link to the cloud based quantum computing experience:
https://quantumexperience.ng.bluemix.net/qx/qasm

The IBM Q, a 5 qubit computer that is commercially available and connected to the cloud, open for
everyone to use.

The race to building quantum computers is on as these devices have the ability to change and
destroy the world as we know it. Current encryption standards are termed safe only because it takes
classical computers millions of years to decrypt the message, but with quantum computers, it can be
done within days, or even hours, hence exposing the world of encryption to chaos. The hardest hit
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will be the RSA algorithm used by 99 percent of all applications, and hence the de facto encryption
standard for any scenario requiring the secure transfer and storage of communication data or
software updates.
Fortunately, quantum computers mature enough to crack encryption standards aren’t developed yet,
and there’s still a long way to go even after IBM’s recent launch of quantum computers of 50 qubits.
But it’s just a matter of time...
The uses of quantum effects are many and they are already helping in changing the world.
Quantum cognition is an emerging field which uses the mathematical principles behind quantum
mechanics could be used to better understand human behaviour.
Optoelectronics is the study of electronic devices that detect and control light, using quantum
mechanical effects of light, like phototransistors, laser devices, and optical fibre communication.
Blackbird uses quantum computers to test and simulate it’s jet designs, that are otherwise quite
difficult for classical computers.
Overall, quantum effects are revolutionizing the world with it being exploited to reshape the future
of science as we know it. As the famous physicist Neils Bohr puts it, “If quantum mechanics hasn’t
shocked you, you haven’t understood it yet.”
Shashank Hegde,
4th semester, ECE
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Science and Non Science
We make use of science and its applications in our day to day life, education and profession. However in
certain aspects of personal life we agree to non-science or blind beliefs. We run to jyotishis and ask for
muhurtas for marriage, birth or death ceremonies or even while entering a new house.
The cultural setting of society in India is such that no one is allowed to question the rationality of
our rituals and festivals. As the students of science it’s our fundamental duty to develop scientific
temper. We generally don’t take the trouble. On contrary, when we are asked to reason out, we often say
“I don’t know, that’s how things are done around here.” This is what resulted in MONKEY experiment. Let
me brief about the experiment.
Five monkeys were kept in a cage having a ladder in the middle with ripe banana on the top.
Every time a monkey went up to the ladder, freezing water was sprayed on the other four monkeys. After
this was repeated for a while, anytime a monkey attempted to go up the ladder, the others prevented
and beat it up. So over a period of time no monkey attempted to go up the ladder irrespective of
temptation of the yellow bananas.
Next, one of the five monkeys was replaced by a new one. The first thing the new monkey did
was to go up to the ladder. Immediately the other four fought with this new entrant and did not allow
him to make any attempt to fetch bananas. After several beatings the new member learnt not to climb
the ladder even though it never knew why. Subsequently the other four monkeys were replaced by new
ones at each step. Finally it ended up with the situation where a group of five monkeys who never
received a cold shower still continued to prevent each other from getting close to bananas.
A society burdened with blind beliefs is no better than situation of monkeys in a cage. We often
lack the scientific temper and courage to challenge the blind beliefs and fight to break the traditional
fear. Rather we often join hands with society in discouraging people who try to experiment with new
ideas.
If we claim ourselves more advanced than monkeys, let’s be broad minded. Let’s open up our
senses, observe things, reason out the issues, discuss them freely and frankly and then accept or reject
things. Let’s give space to new ideas and experiments. Let’s not continue customs and traditions just
because they are the conventions… just because, they are there.

Samhita Gurjar
Event manager and creativity lead,
NIE IEEE Student branch
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Meet Our Team

( Sanjana, Gunjan, Shilpa, Abhinav, Prathvi, Rakesh, Surabhi, Limita, Mridul, Rishabh,
Raksha, Milan, Adithya, Asfia, Gopika )
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